Fine-Tunable Self-Activated Luminescence in Apatite-Type (Ba,Sr)5(PO4)3Br and the Defect Process.
Intrinsic defect-related luminescence has recently been attracting more research interest for the modification of phosphors. However, the connection between defect formation and crystal structure has never been considered. In this work, we report that in the absence of an impurity activator, under a reducing atmosphere, apatite-type compound M5(PO4)3X (M = Ca, Sr, or Ba; X = F, Cl, or Br) can emit tunable colors ranging from blue to orange depending on the content of M and X. To better understand the cause, Ba5- mSr m(PO4)3Br (BSPOB; m = 0-5) solid solutions were analyzed in detail. The dependency of self-activated luminescence on atmospheric conditions and solid solution compositions was investigated by combining experimental characterizations and theoretical calculations using density functional theory. Crystal structures of these solid solutions were verified by X-ray diffraction patterns as well as Rietveld refinements. With the defect formation energy and electron paramagnetic resonance measurement, we propose that an oxygen vacancy (VO) should be mainly responsible for the peculiar super wide band emission. Moreover, the enhanced distortion of solid solution crystal structures augments VO concentrations and leads to luminescence intensities in solid solutions that are higher than that in end point compounds. Variations of the electronic structure of BSPOB matrices with gradual tuning of the Sr/Ba ratio were also investigated. As a result, the introduction of VO defect levels within the band gap leads to the formation of donors and acceptors, allowing for a modulation of the photoluminescence throughout the visible part of the spectrum. As the first report in the literature to demonstrate fine-tunable emissions over a wide wavelength range as a consequence of native defective levels in a series of continuous apatite-type solid solutions, our results illustrate the feasibility of defect-meditated systems by carefully tailoring defect chemistry and nonstoichiometric chemical composition under controlled conditions to engineer phosphor properties.